In this paper, we consider a model describing predator᎐prey interactions in a chemostat that incorporates both general response functions and distinct removal rates. In this case, the conservation law fails. To overcome this difficulty, we make use of a novel way of constructing a Lyapunov function in the study of the global stability of a predator-free steady state. Local and global stability of other steady states, persistence analysis, as well as numerical simulations are also presented. Our findings are largely in line with those of an identical removal rate case.
INTRODUCTION
The chemostat is a laboratory apparatus used for the continuous culture of microorganisms. It can be used to study competition between different populations of microorganisms, and has the advantage that the parameters w x are readily measurable. See the monograph of Smith and Waltman 10 for a detailed description of a chemostat and for various mathematical methods for analyzing chemostat models.
Consider a food chain in a chemostat with one predator and one prey. We assume that the predator feeds exclusively on the prey, and the prey consumes the nutrient in the chemostat. This is an interesting practical problem both mathematically and biologically. In a waste treatment pro-Ž . cess, the bacteria live on the waste or nutrient while other organisms such as ciliates feed on the bacteria.
The equations of interest are 1 0
SЈ t s S y S t D y F S t x t ,
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Ž . Ž . 
Ž . Ž . where S t denotes the concentration of nutrient at time t; x t denotes
Ž . the concentration of prey at time t; y t denotes the concentration of predator at time t; S 0 denotes the input concentration of the nutrient; ␥ 1 and ␥ denote the yield constants; F and F denote the specific per-capita and y are negligible so that the only loss of organisms is due to ''washout'' at the same rate that the nutrient is lost. If an organism's death rate is significant, the removal rate of this organism should be the sum of D and the death rate. We make the following assumptions on the response functions f i
By measuring concentrations of nutrient in units of S 0 , time in units of 1rD, x is units of ␥ S 0 , and y in units of ␥ ␥ S 0 , one reduces the number
Ž . w x System 1.7 has been studied in 1, 4, 9, and 12 and related experiments w x w x are described in 2, 4 . In 1 , Butler et al. took advantage of the conservation principle and gave a global analysis of this model. The authors showed that the interior critical point is globally asymptotically stable if it is locally asymptotically stable, and if it is unstable then there exists a periodic orbit Ž . for 1.7 .
w x The analysis in 1 critically depends on the assumption that removal rates for the prey and predator organisms are both equal to the washout rate of the chemostat. Consider the quantity
where S, x, and y are solutions of 1.7 . Then T satisfies the differential equality
In this special case, the differential equality implies that all solutions approach the plane S q x q y s 1 at an exponential rate. This in turn Ž . implies that system 1.7 can be reduced to a planar system by dropping the S equation and making the substitution S s 1 y x y y in the remain-ing two equations. This is often referred to as the conservation principle. However, a slight change in the removal rate of x or y destroys the form of the conservation principle and the reduction to a planar system is no longer possible. This paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we present results on the positivity and boundedness of solutions. Section 3 deals with the existence and local stability of steady states. In Section 4, we shall provide global analysis, including global stability of the boundary steady states and persistence analysis. This paper ends with a discussion section which consists of comments and numerical simulations.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we shall present some preliminary results, including the positivity and boundedness of solutions. We consider first the positivity.
Ž . LEMMA 2.1. The solutions S t , x t , y t of 1.6 are positi¨e, and for Ž . large t, S t -1.
Ž .
Proof. It is easy to see that S t stays positive. Assume the lemma is Ä Ž . Ž . 4 Ž . false. Let t s min t : t ) 0, x t y t s 0 . Assume first that x t s 0.
Ž . f x t rx t y t . Then, for t g 0, t , xЈ t G Ax t , which implies that 2 1 Ž . 
Adding the three equations in 1.6 yields
This leads to . . y D rD where is defined as the unique solution of
Ž . if it exists , and S* is defined as the unique solution of
Ž . with S* g 0, 1 . One can see that no steady state can exist where there is a predator species but no prey species. We say that E or E does not exist 2 c if any one of its components is negative. We now discuss the existence of steady states. The washout steady state Ž . Ž . E s 1, 0, 0 always exists. Since f is increasing with f 0 s 0,
. In this case there is a predator-free steady state E s , 1 y rD , 0 . Ž . In the case where f S -D for all S ) 0, we regard s qϱ. There- Next we investigate the local stability of these steady states by finding the eigenvalues of the associated Jacobian matrices.
Ž . increasing with
f 0 s 0, 2 exists, satisfying f s D m lim f x ) D . 3.3 Ž . Ž . Ž . x 2 x 2 2 2 xªϱ Ž . For E to exist, f S* y D must be positive or S* ) . Note that c 1 1 s Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . F S s 1 y S y f S is decreasing in S with F 0 s 1 ) 0, F S* s 0, 1 x Ž . Ž . and
Ž .
The Jacobian matrix of 1.6 takes the form
At E ,
The eigenvalues lie on the diagonal. They are all negative if and only if Ž . f 1 y D -0 or, equivalently, ) 1.
When E exists, the Jacobian matrix at E is
The determinant of the upper left-hand 2 = 2 matrix is positive and its trace is negative, so its eigenvalues have negative real parts. The third Ž . ŽŽ . . eigenvalue of J E is f 1 y rD y D , the entry in the lower 2 2 s 1 2 right-hand corner. Therefore E is asymptotically stable if and only if
When E exists, the Jacobian matrix at E takes the form c c
Ž . Ž .
Ž .
Note that the constant term a is positive, so the Routh᎐Hurwitz criterion 3 says that E will be asymptotically stable if and only if a ) 0 and
We summarize the above results in the following theorem. Ž . Ž .
x 0 ) 0, y 0 ) 0.
Ž . Ž .
For this reduced system, if E exists then the Jacobian matrix at E is Ž . Ž .
. f , which is positive, and the trace is y f S* y f y 1
unstable, and there is a periodic solution in the plane ⌺ : S q x q y s 1.
GLOBAL ANALYSIS
In the previous section, we showed that if only E exists then E is The proof is complete. and that, for large t,
Ž . Let C u be a continuously differentiable function and CЈ u is given by
CЈ u is simply linear on 1rd y , . In view of 4.3 , Ž . Ž .
Ž . Then X and X are two disjoint subsets of R 3 , X is compact, X s X j . the S y x plane imply that they are not cyclically chained to each other w x on the boundary X . By Proposition 1.2 of Thieme 11 , X is a uniform 2 2 strong repeller for X ; that is, there are ␦ ) 0 and ␦ ) 0 such that
x t ) ␦ and lim inf y t ) ␦ with ␦ and ␦ not depend-
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . .  FIG. 3. m s 3.6, a s 0.8, D s 1.4, m s 3, a s 0 This completes the proof.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we considered a food chain with one prey and one predator in the chemostat. In this model, the prey consumes the nutrient and the predator consumes the prey but the predator does not consume the nutrient. We assumed that the functional response functions are general monotone response functions and the removal rates are different. The model we considered is more general and realistic than the models in w x 1, 4, 9, 12 . The main difficulty we faced was the lack of a conservation principle which was lost due to the different removal rates. In the case of different removal rates, the system cannot be reduced to a two-dimensional system and we therefore must look at the full system. We found that the washout Ž steady state E is the global attractor if it is the only steady state this 1 . happens when ) 1 . This confirms the intuition that both prey and s predator cannot persist if the removal rate of the prey is relatively large. When E and the predator-free steady state E are the only steady states, 1 2 we found that E is unstable and E is locally asymptotically stable. By 1 2 constructing a Lyapunov function, we were able to show that if E and E global stability of E implies that the predator will be washed out in the 2 chemostat regardless of the initial density levels of prey and predator. We also showed that, when E exists, the prey and predator coexist in Ž . Ž . depicts S t , the middle one depicts x t , and the bottom one depicts y t . The solution oscillates and seems to approach a periodic solution.
equality is reversed, E will be a repeller in ⌺, and there will be at least and positive, then the limit cycle is unique and asymptotically stable. We w x guess this is true for general response functions. In 1 , it was shown that in the case of Michaelis᎐Menten-type response functions and D s D s 1, 
